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THE TRACE OF THE HEAT KERNEL
IN LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS

RUSSELL M. BROWN

Abstract. We establish the existence of an asymptotic expansion as t —► 0+

for the trace of the heat kernel for the Neumann Laplacian in a bounded Lip-

schitz domain. The proof of an asymptotic expansion for the heat kernel for

the Dirichlet Laplacian is also sketched. The treatment of the Dirichlet Lapla-

cian extends work of Brossard and Carmona who obtained the same result in

C1 -domains.

A classical question in analysis asks: What is the relationship between the
spectrum of the Laplacian on a domain and the geometry of the domain? This

question has been studied by many authors including [1, 3, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15,
17, 19]. One approach to this problem proceeds by considering the trace of the
heat semigroup on D,

tr(*)(0 = i g(t,X,X)dX = Te-^
Jd ,

where g is the heat kernel on D and 0 < Ai < A2 < A3•• • is the sequence of
eigenvalues for -A on D.

One attempts to give an asymptotic expansion for tx(g) near t = 0 whose

coefficients are quantities associated with the geometry of D. Thus one can

deduce geometrical information about D from knowledge of the spectrum.
In this paper, we will address this question under minimal smoothness as-

sumptions on the boundary of D. In particular, we will obtain asymptotic ex-
pansions for tx(g) when the order of smoothness of the boundary corresponds

exactly to the order of accuracy of the asymptotic expansion.

In order to state our main theorem, we need one definition: By a Lipschitz

domain, we mean a bounded connected open set whose boundary may be locally

described as the graph of a Lipschitz function. Our main result is

Main Theorem. Suppose that D c R" is a Lipschitz domain, then the heat

kernel for the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 3D satisfies

tx(g)(t) = (4ntyn'2 (\D\ - ^^n~x(dD) + o(txl2)\ .
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If g is the heat kernel with Neumann boundary conditions, then we have the

expansion

tx(g)(t) = (4ntyl2 (\D\ + ^L^"-x(dD) + o(tx'2)) .

We note several related results. When the domain is C1, the portion of

our theorem concerning Dirichlet boundary conditions has been proved by J.
Brossard and R. Carmona [5]. When the domain is smooth or is a polygon, then

results of this type are well known, see [1, 4, 12, 15]. These authors either use

explicit calculations to study polygons or results on boundary value problems

which fail in nonsmooth domains.
We also mention the work of van den Berg [3] who proves the expansion

tx(g)(t) - (4nt)-"'2 (\D\ - ^^"-'(07)))
Cntx-WV\D\

- R2

for the Dirichlet heat kernel in a domain which satisfies a uniform interior and
exterior sphere condition of radius 7?. This is of interest because the error

term is of the same order as the degree of smoothness that is assumed on the

boundary of D.
We mention the recent work of Lapidus and Fleckinger-Pelle [13, 14]. They

consider Dirichlet and Neumann Laplacians on domains which have so-called
fractal boundaries. More precisely, they assume that the Minkowski dimension

of dD is greater than n-l and obtain asymptotic formulae for the distribution

of the eigenvalues. From their results, one can deduce that

(47rí)"/2tr(g)(í) = \D\ + Oit{"-d)'2)

as i-»0+. Here d is the Minkowski dimension of dD. If we use the di-

mension of the boundary as a measure of smoothness, then their error term

corresponds exactly to the order of smoothness assumed on dD.

Finally, we observe that there is a good deal of information available for

more exotic domains (see [2, 18]). For special classes of domains, one can

obtain more information! about the heat kernel. However, within the scale of

Ck' "-domains, our results are sharp. For example, one can construct a Lipschitz

domain, D, such that for all e > 0, we have

lim r1'2-*
r-*0+

i4nt)"'2j git,X, X)dX-\D\ + ^JT»-xidD) >0

where g denotes the Dirichlet heat kernel in D.

Our argument breaks naturally into several steps. First, we need some simple

ideas from geometric measure theory to construct and estimate the size of a good

set of points. Near this good set of points, we are able to give good estimates for

the heat kernel of D. The first part of the argument is identical for the Dirichlet
and Neumann heat kernels. In the second part of the argument, we consider
the Dirichlet and Neumann cases separately. We will concentrate on the case

of Neumann boundary conditions since this part of the argument, for Dirichlet
boundary conditions, is similar to the work of J. Brossard and R. Carmona's

treatment of C1-domains [5]. The ideas needed to estimate the heat kernel with
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Neumann boundary conditions come from [8] where B. Dahlberg and C. Kenig

study the Neumann problem for Laplace's equation in Lipschitz domains.

1. Some preliminary results

We begin by defining the notion of the Minkowski content of a set. We let

ojs = nsl2/Y(s/2 + 1) and for 0 < d < n , we define

^(E)=lim^eD;di^X^<rK
r-0+ ^OJ„_dr"-d

We remark that this might be better called the Minkowski content of E with re-

spect to D, but in the interest of brevity, we will refer simply to the Minkowski

content. We note that if E c dD, the boundary of a Lipschitz domain, and E
is closed, then JZn~x(E) = ^"-X(E) [10, Theorem 3.2.39] where %?d denotes

the more familiar Hausdorff measure. In our next proposition and throughout

this paper, we will use S(X) to denote the distance between X and dD.

Proposition 1.1. Let D be a measurable subset of R" whose boundary is of finite

d-dimensional Minkowski content. Suppose that f: (0, oo) —» R is locally Cx,

is bounded, satisfies lim,-^ f(f) = 0 and
/»OO

/     \f(t)\tn-ddt<oo.
Jo

Under these assumptions, we have

hm J^ j f(ô(X)le) dX = JtdidD)^-in - d) jf°° /(i)^"""1 ds.

Proof. Let y/eir) = ed~n\{X e D: 6(X) < er}|. It is fairly easy to see that

ed~n [ f(S(X)/e)dX= ¡°° fiir)dwsir).
Jd Jo

We integrate by parts in the Riemann-Stieltjes integral on the right and obtain

f  fir)d¥¿r) = - [Rfi'ir)Weir)dr+¥siR)fiR) - y/e(n)f(n).
Jt] Jr\

The boundary term at infinity vanishes because lim^oo f(t) = 0 and y/e(R) is

bounded in R, for each fixed e . The boundary term at zero vanishes because

We(f) -* 0 as r -> 0+ and / is bounded. Next, observe that y/s(r) converges to

\(on_drn-dJZd id D) pointwise as e -► 0+ and that y/e(r) < Crn~d uniformly

for all e > 0. This and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem imply

that
/•OO 1 /"OO

lim/    y,E(r)f(r)dr=-ton_dJZd(dD)       fi'(r)r"-ddr.
^0+ Jo 2 Jo

To complete the proof of the proposition, we integrate by parts again. To

see that the boundary term at infinity vanishes, we need the estimate

/•oo

R"-d\fi(R)\<       \fi'(s)\s"-dds
Jr

which follows by writing / as the integral of its derivative. The boundary term
at zero vanishes because / is bounded.   D
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Definition. We say that G c dD is (e, r)-good if for each P e dD, the unit
inner normal viP) exists and

BiP ,r)ndDc{X: \(X - P) • v(P)\ < e|AT - 7>|}.

Given an (e, r)-good set G, we construct the sawtooth region

(1.2) 9 =   (J YriP, It)
P€G

where Yr(P, e) is the truncated cone

[X: (X - P) • i/(P) > (1 - e)|* - Z»|} n 7?(7>, r).

Our next proposition is rather technical. It will be used to estimate the size

of the bad set where we do not have good information about the heat kernel

g(t,X,X).

Proposition 1.3. Let e < \ and suppose that G is a measurable, (e, r)-good sub-

set of dD, the boundary of a Lipschitz domain. Then there exists so depending

on dD and G so that for s < sn, we have

\{X: S(X) < s}\&\ < s[ßtn-x(dD\G) + e(3 + ^n~x(dD))].

Proof. We let J% = {X: S(X) < s}nS' and we will show that there exists so

so that

(1.4) \g's\>s(^n-x(G)-E(2 + ^n-xiG)),        s<s0.

This and our observation that ßfn~xidD) and JZn~xidD) agree are sufficient

to imply the conclusion after possibly choosing in smaller.

To establish (1.4), we choose vx, ... ,vN e S"_1 and Fx, ... , F^ c G,

closed sets, which satisfy F¡ n F}■■ = 0 for i ¿ j, ß^n~xiG\\J?=X F¡) < e, and
\v(P) - v,\ < e when P e F¿. We have P + pu¡ e &p when p < r and

P e F¡. First, we claim that the map P -» P + pu¡ is injective when P e F¡

and 0 < p < r. To see this, suppose that P - Q = (p - a)v, for P, Q e F,
and p, a e (0, r). We have

\p-o\ = \(p-a)ivi-Vi)\

= \(P - Q) ■ vt\ < \iP - Q) • viP)\ + \iP - Q) - (vt - v(P))\

<e\P-Q\ + e\P-Q\ = 2e\p-o\.

The second inequality is our assumption that P is (e, r)-good and our choice

of \u¡ - v(P)\. This gives a contradiction if e < \ .
To estimate the size of ^ , we let y denote the minimum of 2 dist(7r,, F¡)

for / t¿ j and let So = min(y, r). When s < so, we have

N

\%\>Y,\{p+iu>:PeFi>0<t<s}\
i=i

N

> s(l - e) ̂ ßrn-\Fi) > s[^"-x(G) - ß(2 + ßT"-x(G))].

i=i

The second inequality may be deduced from the area formula [10, Theorem

3.2.3] applied to the map (P,/?)-» P + pu¡. We have proven (1.4).   D
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2. Outline of the proof

We let g+(t, X, X) denote the Neumann heat kernel and g-(t, X, X) de-

note the Dirichlet heat kernel. In this section, we reduce the proof of our
theorem to several estimates for these kernels. One feature of Lipschitz do-

mains is that we are unable to prove sufficiently good estimates for g± which

are uniform near all of dD. Instead, we divide dD into a good and a bad

set. Near the good set, we will be able to give precise estimates for g±. We

will use Proposition 1.3 to show that the bad set is small and makes a negligible
contribution to the trace of g± . We summarize our estimates in

Proposition 2.1. Let D be a Lipschitz domain and let e > 0. There exists r > 0

and an (e, r)-good set G such that if & is as in (1.2), then we have

(2.2±)
(4nt)nl2g±(t,X,X)-l^exo m <Ce,

forXe&n {¿(X) < yjt/e}

(2.3-)

(2.3+)

(2.4-)

(2.4+)

0 < g-(t, X, X) < (4ntynl2,        XeD.

o<g+(t,x,x)<C(i + r"/2),

|1 - (4nt)n'2g-(t, X, X)\ < Cexp (Z^^) ,

n-(4^2g+(t,X,X)l<Cn(^)\,P(^).

In (2.4+), n is any positive number.

We note that the estimate (2.3-) follows from the maximum principle and

(2.3+) is established by E. B. Davies in [9, Theorem 3.2.9]. Estimate (2.2-) is
similar to [5, Lemma 3.8]. The estimate (2.4-) is well known and follows from

the maximum principle (see [5, Remark 3.2]). Thus we still need to establish

(2.2+) and (2.4+). We will do this in §§3 and 4. For the moment we accept

the estimates of Proposition 2.1 and show how they may be used to prove our
main theorem.

Proof of the Main Theorem. We choose e > 0 and will show that for t suffi-

ciently small, we have

(4ntyi2 [
Jd

g±(t, X,X)dX- \D\ + ^*»-\dD) <CVei

where C depends only on D.

Proposition 2.1 gives us a good set G and we let Z§ be the sawtooth region

constructed in (1.2). We write D = \J3i=x c?,it) where the sets if, are defined by

tfx(t) = {X:8(X)< y/t]ë}n&,

<?2(t) = {X:ô(X)<JtJÏ}\&,
cf3(t) = {X:ô(X)> y/tjë}.
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We begin by using Proposition 1.1 to obtain that

-s(xy
V

< Cv^exp (-

(2.5)
L-m-'-GO/.-H?)«

2e

From Proposition 1.3, we have for t small that

/    «p(--W2J<f2(t) \
(2.6) t

dX < Cyftft.

Thus from (2.2+) and Proposition 1.1, we obtain that

(2.7) /     l-i4nt)nl2g±it,X,X)dX^^ß?n-xidD)
J#\(t) L

< CVëi

for t sufficiently small. On cf2(t), we have

(2.8) /     l-(4nt)nl2g±(t,X,X)dX
J#i{t)

< C\cf2(t)\ < Cy/Tt,

by (2.3±) and Proposition 1.3.
Finally, on tf^(t), we may use (2.4+) and Proposition 1.1 to obtain

(2.9) j    l-[**,r^,,X,X)äX <§L*v(-L)

for n > 0.
The estimate (2.4-) gives the slightly better estimate

(2.10) J     1 - (4nt)"l2g-(t, X,X)dX < Cexp (-^-) Vt.

Our asymptotic expansion for tr(g+) now follows from (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9)

and the expansion for tx(g-) follows from (2.7), (2.8), and (2.10).   D

3. Estimates for the initial-Neumann problem

In this section, we will establish estimates for the initial-Neumann problem

in a Lipschitz cylinder problem with inhomogeneous lateral data. We will show

that on the lateral boundary, the map from Neumann data to solution maps

L"((0, 1) x dD) into LP*((0, 1) x dD) where p* = p(n + l)/(n + I - p),
1 < p < n + 1. Of course these exponents are dictated by homogeneity: The

LP -properties of this map are identical to that of a parabolic fractional integral

of order 1. We also note that for p e (n + 1, n + 1 + e), we map into Holder
spaces. This will be important since these pointwise estimates will allow us to

study g+(t,X, Y) at Y = X and X near the boundary.
We begin by recalling a special case of Davies's result on the Neumann heat

kernel [9, Theorem 3.2.9]. We drop the + since we will only consider the

Neumann heat kernel.
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Theorem 3.1. Let D be a Lipschitz domain, then the Neumann heat kernel, g+

for D satisfies

0<g(t, X, Y) < C(l + r"/2)exp (~|Xc~y|2) •

We will also need

Corollary 3.2. Let g be the Neumann heat kernel for a Lipschitz domain D.

Let r = \t\xl2 + \X -Qx\ and suppose that \t - s\xl2 + \QX - Q2\ < r/2, then we
have

\g(t, X, Qx) - g(s, X, Q2)\

r J" '    *\      2Ct
Proof. Fix a point P e dD, a coordinate system on R" and a Lipschitz func-

tion <j>: R"1 -» R so that dD n B(P, r) = {(X', X„) : Xn > (p(X')} D B(P, r).
Near P, we may extend g(t, X, •) by setting

(g(s,X,Y),        YeD,

~g(s,X,Y)=\  g(s,X,(Y',2<p(Y')-Yn),

{ (Y',2<p(Y')-Yn)eB(P,r)nD.

The function g(., X, •) is a solution of a divergence form parabolic equation,

hence the Nash-Moser [16] result on Holder continuity applies to prove the
corollary.

For more details on the reflection used to extend g see [6] or the earlier work
of Dahlberg and Kenig [8].   D

We take the opportunity to introduce some additional notation that we will
need throughout the rest of this paper. We let A(7*, r) = B(P, r) n dD denote

a surface ball in dD. We let 7(7*, r) = (0, r2) x A(P, r) denote a parabolic

ball contained in (0, oo) x dD.

The following lemma is taken from the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [6]. This
depends on ideas from [8]. We repeat a simplified version of the proof for the

convenience of the reader.

Lemma 3.3. Let a be supported in I(P, r), satisfy fifi a = 0 and \\ci\\l2(I(p ,r)) <

CY-(«+i)/2. If u is the solution of the initial-Neumann problem with data a,
then we have

\u(t,X)\<c(^j   (1 + r"/2),        i>2r2.

Proof. We may write

u(t,X)= [    (   g(t-s,X,Q)a(s,Q)dQds
Jo    JdD

=   f    i   [git-
JO    JdD

s,X,Q)-g(t,X,P)]a(s,Q)dQds

since a has mean 0. By Corollary 3.2, we may estimate the absolute value
of the expression in square brackets by (1 + rn/2)(r/y/l)a on the support of
a.   D
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Lemma 3.4. Let a be supported in I(Qo, r) and suppose that

aeLpH0,oo)xdD),       p>n+l.

Let u denote the solution of the Neumann problem with data a. Then

\uit,X)\<c\\a\\IJ((o,oo)^D)rl-(n+l)lP.

Proof. From the estimate of Theorem 3.1, it follows that

(/     g(t-s,X,QY' dQds)      <Crx-("+x)'P
\Ji(Qo) )

when p > n + 1 and p' = p/(p - 1). This lemma follows from this, Holder's

inequality and the representation for u in the previous lemma.   D

Remark. We note that if we use the estimates for g+ from Corollary 3.2, we

may obtain that: du/dv e LP((0, l)xdD) implies that u e Cl-^+l^H0, l)x
dD) for p e in + 1, n + 1 + e) where e depends on the a in Corollary 3.2.

Our last lemma provides a proof of the estimate (2.4+) in Proposition 2.1.

Lemma 3.5. Let g+{t, X, Y) be the Neumann heat kernel for a Lipschitz do-

main D. Then for each e > 0, we have

[git, X,X)- (47ri)-"/2| < C£r"/2-£r5(X)2£exp (Z^^) •

Proof. We let
v(t,X,Y) = g(t,X,Y)-p(t,X,Y).

The function wit, Y) = vit, X, Y) solves the initial-Neumann problem

<9?i/j - Au; = 0,

wiO,Y) = 0,

We have the representation formula

d_

iBD 'dv(Q)

Since we have an explicit formula for p, it is easy to see that

w(t,Y)= [  [   g+(t-s,Y,Q)^77^p(s,X,Q)dQds.
JO   Jdl

lp(s,X,Q) < Cs-"'2-x'2
-(*&■)

If we use this and the estimate for g in Theorem 3.1, then we easily obtain the

desired bound for w .   D

4. Completion of the proof of Proposition 2.1

In this section, we will construct the good set G and establish the estimate

(2.2+) for the Neumann heat kernel. After doing this, we will make a few

more remarks about the proof of (2.2-) for Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The remaining statements in Proposition 2.1 have already been established.
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Throughout this section, we assume that e > 0 is fixed. We let G(r) denote
the set of points P e dD such that the inner normal viP) exists and the
conditions (4.1) and (4.2) below hold.

(4.1) |(J»-ß).i/(J»)|<e|/>-ß|,        QeAiP,r),

(4.2) [       \u(P)-v(Q)\n+2dQ<en+2^"'-x(A(P,s)),       s < r.
Ja(P,s)

By Rademacher's theorem on the almost everywhere differentiability of Lip

schitz functions and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem, almost every point

of dD lies in some G(r) for r small. Hence, we may find r0 so that G = G(r0)
satisfies

JTn-x(dD\G(r0))<e.

Given e, the set G(r0) described above and the associated sawtooth region (see

(1.2)) will be the good set where the estimate (2.2+) will hold.

Given lef.we choose X e dD so that X e Yr(X, 2e). Then we may
define X* by the relation

(4.3) X* - X = X - X.

Of course X, and hence X*, is not unique but this will not hinder us in proving
the estimate (2.2+).

As before, we let

v(t,X,Y) = g(t,X,Y)-p(t,X,Y).

We claim that v(t, X, X) is close to p(t, X, X*). To be precise, we will show

that for X eS" and t small, we have

(4.4) \p(t, X,X*)-v(t,X, X)\ < Cer"'2.

Since ||AT - X*\ - 2Ô(X)\ < Ceô(X) the estimate (2.2+) follows from (4.4).
Thus, we turn to the proof of (4.4). On the boundary, we have that

dVt Y\-      dP( Y\

thus our first step is to collect estimates for the Neumann boundary data of v .

We let

^•ö)-^('.e.^)+^(*.e.^)
denote the error between the Neumann boundary data of v and of /?(•, -, X*).
For 2r5(X) < p < r, we claim that

(4.5) f       f(s,Q)dQds<Ce
Jl(X,p)

where X is as in (4.3) and C is a dimensional constant. We can estimate the

size of / by

(4.6) / \fi(s,Q)\pdQds<Ceppin+X){X-p)
Jl(X,2p)\l(x,p)
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where p = n + 2 and

(4.7) / \f(x,Q)\pdQds<Cepô(Xfn+x^x-p\
Jl(X,2S(X))

To prove (4.5), we introduce domains 7)+ = D n B(X, p) and D~ = D n

7?(X, />) . We apply Green's formula in the domains Df and obtain that

2

[ fi(s,Q)dQds= f  f   -JL—p(s,Q,x')dQds
Jip Jo   h; oviQ)

-ÍL;o^Q)^'Q'X^ds

+ [  pip2,Y,X*)dY- f   pip2,Y,X)dY
Jd; Jd~

where X+ = dD+nD and I~ = dD~ nTT. We let £± = 5(1, />) n {Y: (Y -

JT) • iX - X*) ^ 0} . By symmetry we have

/ pis,Y,X)dY= f   p(s,Y,X*)dY.
Jb; Jb~

Hence we can bound the difference of the last two integrals in (4.8) by

sup    p(s,Y,X)+p(s,Y,X*)   [\D+pAB;\ + \D-AB-\]<C£.
.Y€B(X,p)

In this last estimate, A denotes symmetric difference of two sets. Note that we

have used that X is (e, r)-good to estimate the measure of the sets appearing

in this expression. Similar considerations produce the same estimates for the
first two integrals appearing in (4.8).

Next, we prove (4.6). We begin by observing that our assumption that X is

(e, r)-good implies that

(4.9) \v(X).(X-Q)\<e\Q-X\,        Q e A(X, r),

and that

(4.10) pr_ß|_|,r_ß||<£|X-ß|,        QeA(X,r).

Finally, since X - X = X - X*, we may write

If      HQ)-yQPis,Q,X) + WQp\is,Q,X*)\pdQds
JJhpVp

<CP ff      \iviQ)-viX)).iVpix,Q,X) + Vpix,Q,X*))\
JJhp\h

■H^)--(^))
dQdsiviX).iX-Q))e*o^X\-®)i4n)nl2s(nl2)+x
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where we are using Ip to denote I(X, p). The first term is small by virtue

of the estimate (4.2) for v - v(X). The second is small because of (4.10) and

the third is small because of (4.9). The estimate (4.7) is proven in a similar

manner.
We are now ready to give the proof of the estimate (4.4) which describes the

asymptotic behavior of v(t, X, X). We first consider X such that 2ö(X) <

V~t. We let pk = 2kô(X) and Ik = I(X, pk) for k > 1. We choose N so that
2NÔ(X) <yft< 2N+XÔ(X) and let

mk(s,Q) = xh-f fi(s,Q)dQds,       k>l,
Jh

and define wo = 0. We define Rk = Ik\Ik-X foxk>2 and put 7?i = 7!.
Now, we may decompose / into "atoms" by letting

ak = XRkf+mk-x~fnk,       k=l,...,N,

and setting aN+x = mN + XicNf ■ It is clear that / = 2^=1' ak ■ One may check

that

Jak=0,        k=l,...,N,

and

I'\akf < Cerf+W-'K       k=l,...,N,

where again p = n + 2. If we let wk be the solution of the initial-Neumann

problem with data ak , then from Lemma 3.3, we have

\wk(t ,X)\< Ce2a^-Nf-"/2,       k=l,...,N

We may sum this estimate and obtain

N

£|u>,((,x)|<cer"/2.
k=X

To estimate the contribution from a^+x, we again divide a^+x into atoms

supported in annular rings by setting pk = 2k\ft, k > I, Rk = Ik\Ik-x, k > 2
and RX=IX. We let

bk = XRkaN+x,        k = l, ... , M,

where M is chosen so that 2MJi < r < 2M+x>/t. Finally we let bM+x =

Xf aN+x ■ If uk is the solution of the initial-Neumann problem with lateral

data bk , then we obtain that

\uk(t ,X)\< Ce2-nkrnl2,       k=l,...,M.

This follows from Lemma 3.4 and (4.6). Finally, we estimate um+x ■ We ob-

serve that

f Í   11.      /    ^,2^,   / Ct^"~xidD)        Z-r2\
J  J    \bM+x(s, Q)\2dQds <--^—^expi —1

when yfi < r. From this and the estimate of Lemma 3.4, we obtain

\uM+i(t, X)\ < CD>rtexp Í-47-J •
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It remains to choose t small to make the quantity on the right bounded by

et~"/2 . This completes the proof of (4.4) when \/l > 2S(X). The case sft <
2ô(X) uses the techniques which estimated w^+x ■   □

To prove Proposition 2.1 under Dirichlet boundary conditions, only the con-

dition (4.1) is needed to construct the good set G. The estimate (2.2-) follows

from the ideas used by Brossard and Carmona [5, Lemma 3.8].
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